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tHE cHaLLEngE

Achieving cut through has never been more challenging: 

• Funds are shorter than ever before
• Audiences are more time pressed than ever before 
• Your proposal is competing for attention in a world drowning in copy 

So how do you achieve stand out and cut through the all-important ‘So What?’ barrier…

tHE iSSUE

five common pitfalls that will result in a ‘So What?’ response 

When we’re working with organisations, whether charities or museums pitching for funds or 
agencies pitching for client work, the five most common pitfalls we see in proposals are: 

 1 Me, Me, Me!    An alienating inward focus 
 2 Zzzzzzz:    Detail in place of vision
 3 So?    Talking in features rather than benefits 
 4 Missed opportunity:  Dull, functional headings, sub headings and captions
 5 Think Tapas:   Dense copy that is laborious to read

HoW to aVoiD tHESE common pitfaLLS

By following these five simple tips you can ensure your document has real impact, is 
memorable and inspires action.

1. forget me, me me – stop looking inwards:  remember the 50:30:20 rule

All too often we see proposals with slide after slide of detail about an organisation’s history, 
values, strategy and individual projects before any mention is made of the prospect or 
opportunity.  
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To break through the all-important ‘So What?’ barrier remember the 50:30:20 rule.  Any 
proposal should be:

• 50% about the opportunity.  You need to demonstrate how the opportunity you’re   
 presenting will help bring your prospect’s objectives to life in imaginative and unique  
 ways and why you believe you can achieve more by uniting your combined strengths
•	 30% about your prospect.  Investing time in upfront research is invaluable.  Pepper  what  
 you find throughout your proposal to demonstrate a real understanding of your   
 prospect’s strategy, audience and objectives and how you’re aligned.  Only by doing this  
 can you ensure your proposal is truly tailored 
•	 20% about you.  Sparingly use memorable stats, facts and third party endorsement to  
 build a compelling case for your leadership, unique standing or credibility in your field 

2. ZZZZZZ: Don’t get bogged down in detail – use vision:  think like a journalist and employ 
the inverted pyramid rule

Never dive straight into the nitty gritty of what 
you’re offering.  You’ll lose your reader before 
you’ve even begun!

Use the Inverted Pyramid rule and hit your reader 
with the most important information right up front...

inVErtED pYramiD
 
Think about summarising your opportunity and how it relates to your prospects up front, 
as per the News Pyramid. This is your ‘movie trailer’ – your chance to convey in the most 
imaginative way possible what you’re offering and why you believe it’s relevant and exciting for 
that individual.

throw out the
academic writing
rule-book and instead 
think like a journalist.  

Introduction

Supporting content:
Stats, facts, quotes, colour, evidence

Conclusion

Academic Writing Style

Pitch Writing Style - flip it!

Hit them with your WOW summary upfront

Supporting content:
Stats, facts, quotes, colour, evidence

Memorable
call to action
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Think about summarising your opportunity and how it relates to your prospects up front, 
as per the News Pyramid. This is your ‘movie trailer’ – your chance to convey in the most 
imaginative way possible what you’re offering and why you believe it’s relevant and exciting for 
that individual. 

3. So? : Always write in terms of end benefits rather than features

It’s not enough to just describe an opportunity in the right order of detail.  You need to SELL a 
vision and you can only do that by helping your prospect imagine the end BENEFITS.
 
Wherever possible make statements benefit-led and use third party testimonials to bring 
benefits to life.

Examples:
A picture hook is an object that safely secures artwork and photos to walls
OR 
Use this simple hook to create a wall of magical moments and memories 

A corkscrew enables you to extract a cork from a wine bottle simply and effectively
OR
The key to relaxation, conversation, laughter and shared moments

Introduction

Supporting content:
Stats, facts, quotes, colour, evidence

Conclusion

Academic Writing Style

Pitch Writing Style - flip it!

Hit them with your WOW summary upfront

Supporting content:
Stats, facts, quotes, colour, evidence

Memorable
call to action
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4. avoid missed opportunities:  remember every word counts

In proposal writing it’s common for headlines, sub 
headings and photo captions to be added in with 
little thought – as purely functional copy.

However, if treated like this they quickly become 
‘white noise’, simply discounted by the reader.  But 
these are precious words you can’t afford to lose.

Make headlines, sub headers and photo captions 
imaginative, benefits led, testimonial filled and 
punchy to maintain your reader’s interest and 

to ensure that every single word in your proposal conveys vital information. A descriptive, 
benefits led headline or photo caption can also help cut down on body copy, too. 

Remember to use devices like questions, quotes, surprising stats and direct calls to action to 
pull your reader in.

5. think tapas! Don’t alienate your reader with dense copy  

Remember, you’re not writing a dissertation.  Your job is not to convey every single element of 
everything you know about your organisation and the opportunity you’re offering.

Your job is to ENTICE your reader to ACT and to want to find out more. To do this stop 
thinking three course meal and instead focus on presenting tasty tapas. 

In place of dense, long paragraphs of copy, hold your reader’s interest with enticing nuggets 
of information, boxed out quotes, visual examples of previous campaigns, memorable ‘did you 
know’ facts, thought provoking quotes and compelling mini case studies of success stories. 
Think about using different font colours, bolding key facts and font sizes.

And because less is always more, when you come to the final edit, be ruthless!  Always look to 
lose around 20% of your copy.  Asking an objective colleague to read through your copy is a 
great way of identifying ‘dead wood’.

Knowledge is not power. only knowledge applied is powerful!

In teaching these ideas to hundreds of people we’ve found it’s tempting for the reader to 
believe the ideas apply to other people (eg their manager) much more than to themselves. 
It is very likely that you do have colleagues who make these mistakes, but if you want better 
results, we urge you to practice self-awareness. The most powerful way to test whether you 
can improve your writing is to be brave and immediately take out a piece of your own writing.

make headlines, sub 
headers and photo 
captions imaginative, 
benefits led,
testimonial filled and 
punchy  
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 1 Look at your document in terms of each of the five common errors we explored. Honestly  
  ask yourself whether your document has fallen victim to some of these pitfalls.
 2 Rather than explain them away, challenge yourself to take 10 – 20 minutes and practice  
  these five techniques to improve your document. Even if some of this is difficult, any  
  progress at all applying these ideas will make a noticeable improvement. 
 3 Get feedback. Show both documents (the before and the after) to a colleague whose  
  judgement you trust to get their take on whether your changes helped.
 4 Keep practicing. In your next piece of writing, deliberately practice these ideas and notice  
  your progress.
 5 Let us know how you get on!
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You’ve been working on:

To find out more about the training options that Maria and Nina offer, check out their 
website at so-what.co.uk.

We’d love to hear how you get on. feel free to share your progress or questions in the 
members club facebook group.
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